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Within the “fireshell” model, we define a “canonical GRB” light curve with two sharply different
components: the proper-GRB (P-GRB), emitted when the optically thick fireshell of an electronpositron plasma originating from the phenomenon reaches transparency, and the afterglow, emitted
due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the circumburst medium
(CBM). On the basis of the recent understanding of GRB970228 as the prototype for a new class of
GRBs with “an occasional softer extended emission lasting tenths of seconds after an initial spikelike
emission”, we outline our “canonical GRB” scenario, originating from the gravitational collapse to a
black hole, with special emphasis on the discrimination between “genuine” and “fake” short GRBs.
Furthermore, we investigate how the GRB970228 analysis provides a theoretical explanation for the
apparent absence of such a correlation for the GRBs belonging to this new class.
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II. THE “CANONICAL GRB” SCENARIO

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we pointed out how GRB970228 could be
considered as a prototypical source [1] useful to explain
the properties of a whole class of gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) characterized by being somehow outside the current GRBs classification [2,3] in “short” GRBs (lasting
less than ∼2 s) and “long” (lasting more than ∼2 s up to
∼1000 s) and comprising GRB060614 [4] and the GRBs
analyzed by Norris & Bonnell [5]. In fact, through the
analysis of GRB970228 within the fireshell model [1], it
is possible to explain the morphology and observational
properties of such a new class as a product of the peculiar
environment in which these GRBs occur. Moreover, we
provide a theoretical explanation for the apparent absence in the “Amati relation” [6] of this new class’ of
GRBs due to the different physical nature of the prompt
emission’s components [7]. The results obtained allow
us to depict better our “canonical GRB” scenario [8–10],
which all GRBs are generated by a “common engine”
(i.e., the gravitational collapse to a black hole) and to
discriminate between the “genuine” short GRBs [1, 9],
which are intrinsically short, and “fake” short GRBs [1],
which appear to be such only due to the peculiar astrophysical setting in which they occur.
∗ E-mail:

We assume that all GRBs originate from the gravitational collapse to a black hole [9,10]. The e± plasma
created in the process of black hole formation expands as
a spherically symmetric “fireshell” with a constant width
on the order of ∼108 cm in the laboratory frame, i.e., the
frame in which the black hole is at rest. We have only
two free parameters characterizing the source: namely,
±
the total energy Eetot
plasma and its baryon
± of the e
2
tot
loading B ≡ MB c /Ee± , where MB is the total baryons’
mass [11]. They fully determine the optically thick acceleration phase of the fireshell, which lasts until the
transparency condition is reached and the proper-GRB
(P-GRB) is emitted [9]. The afterglow emission then
starts due to the collision between the remaining optically thin fireshell and the circumburst medium (CBM),
which clearly depends on the parameters describing the
effective CBM distribution: its density ncbm and the ratio R ≡ Aeff /Avis between the effective emitting area of
the fireshell Aeff and its total visible area Avis [12–14].
The afterglow luminosity consists of a rising branch, a
peak, and a decaying tail [9].
We can then define a “canonical GRB” light curve with
two sharply different components [1,9,10]:
1. The P-GRB: it has the imprint of the black hole
formation, a harder spectrum and no spectral lag
[15,16].
2. The afterglow: it presents a clear hard-to-soft
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The ratio between the total time-integrated luminosity
of the P-GRB (namely, its total energy) and the corresponding one of the afterglow is crucial quantity for identifying the GRBs’ nature. Such a ratio, as well as the
temporal separation between the corresponding peaks, is
a function of the B parameter [9].
When the P-GRB is the leading contribution to the
emission and the afterglow is negligible, we have a “genuine” short GRB [9]. This is the case where B . 10−5
(see Fig. 1): in the limit B → 0, the afterglow vanishes
(see Fig. 1).
In the other GRBs, with 10−4 . B . 10−2 , the afterglow contribution is generally predominant (see Fig. 1).
Still, this case presents two distinct possibilities: a) the
afterglow peak’s luminosity is larger than the P-GRB
one, and b) the afterglow peak’s luminosity is smaller
than the P-GRB one. A clear example of this situation
is GRB970228 (see Fig. 2).
As we show in the following section, the simultaneous
occurrence of an afterglow with total time-integrated luminosity larger than the P-GRB one, but with a smaller
peak luminosity, is indeed explainable in terms of a peculiarly small average value of the CBM density, compatible with a galactic halo environment, and is not due
to the intrinsic nature of the source [1,7]. Such a small
average CBM density deflates the afterglow peak’s luminosity. Of course, such a deflated afterglow lasts much
longer, because the total time-integrated luminosity in
the afterglow is fixed by the value of the B parameter
(see above and Fig. 3). In this sense, GRBs belonging
to this class are only “fake” short GRBs. This is the
GRB class identified by Norris & Bonnell [5], to which
GRB060614 also belongs and which has GRB970228 as
a prototype [1,7].
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behavior [13,17,18]; the peak of the afterglow contributes to what is usually called the “prompt emission” [9,18,19].
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Fig. 1. The energy radiated in the P-GRB and in the
afterglow, in units of Eetot
± , are plotted as functions of B. Also
represented are the values of the B parameter computed for
all the GRBs we analyzed. The “genuine” short GRBs have
a P-GRB predominant over the afterglow: they occur for
B ≤ 10−5 [9].
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Fig. 2. BeppoSAX GRBM (40 - 700 keV, above) and WFC
(2 - 26 keV, below) light curves (green points) compared with
the theoretical ones (red lines). The onset of the afterglow coincides with the end of the P-GRB (represented qualitatively
by the blue lines).

III. GRB970228 PROMPT EMISSION
GRB970228 was detected by the Gamma-Ray Burst
Monitor (GRBM, 40 - 700 keV) and Wide Field Cameras (WFC, 2 - 26 keV) on board BeppoSAX on February
28.123620 UT [20]. The burst prompt emission is characterized by an initial 5-s strong pulse, followed after 30
s by a set of three additional pulses of decreasing intensity [20]. Eight hours after the initial detection, the NFIs
on board BeppoSAX were pointed at the burst location
for a first target of opportunity observation, and a new
X-ray source was detected in the GRB error box: this is
the first “afterglow” ever detected [21]. A fading optical
transient has been identified in a position consistent with
the X-ray transient [22], coincident with a faint galaxy
with a redshift z = 0.695 [23]. Further observations by
the Hubble Space Telescope clearly showed that the optical counterpart was located in the outskirts of a late-type
galaxy with an irregular morphology [24].
The BeppoSAX observations of GRB970228’s prompt
emission revealed a discontinuity in the spectral index
between the end of the first pulse and the beginning of
the three additional ones [20, 21, 25]. The spectrum
during the first 3 s of the second pulse is significantly
harder than it is during the last part of the first pulse
[20,25] while the spectra of the last three pulses appear
to be consistent with the late X-ray afterglow [20, 25].
This was soon recognized by Frontera et al. [20, 25] as
pointing to the emission mechanism producing the X-ray
afterglow already taking place after the first pulse.
In Fig. 2, we present a theoretical fit of the BeppoSAX
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Fig. 3. The theoretical fit of the BeppoSAX GRBM observations (red line, see Fig. 2) is compared with the afterglow light curve in the 40 - 700 keV energy band obtained by
rescaling the CBM density to hncbm i = 1 particle/cm3 which
keeping constant its shape and the values of the fundamental
parameters of the theory, Eetot
± and B (black line). The PGRB duration and luminosity (blue line), which depend only
on Eetot
± and B, are not affected by this process of rescaling
the CBM density.

GRBM (40 - 700 keV) and the WFC (2 - 26 keV) light
curves of GRB970228 prompt emission [1, 20]. Within
our “canonical GRB” scenario, we identify the first main
pulse with the P-GRB and the three additional pulses
with the afterglow peak emission, consistent with the
above mentioned observations [20, 21]. Such last three
pulses have been reproduced by with a very good agreement assuming three overdense spherical CBM regions
[1] (see Fig. 2).
We, therefore, obtain for the two parameters char54
acterizing the source in our model Eetot
± = 1.45 × 10
−3
erg and B = 5.0 × 10 [1]. This implies an initial e±
plasma created between the radii r1 = 3.52 × 107 cm
and r2 = 4.87 × 108 cm with a total number of e± pairs
Ne± = 1.6 × 1059 and an initial temperature T = 1.7
MeV [1]. The theoretically estimated total isotropic energy emitted in the P-GRB is EP −GRB = 1.1%Eetot
± =
1.54 × 1052 erg [1], in excellent agreement with the one
52
observed in the first main pulse (EPobs
−GRB ∼ 1.5 × 10
erg in the 2 - 700 keV energy band, see Fig. 2), as expected due to their identification [1]. After the transparency point at r0 = 4.37 × 1014 cm from the progenitor, the initial Lorentz gamma factor of the fireshell is
γ0 = 199 [1]. On average, during the afterglow peak
emission phase, we have for the CBM, hRi = 1.5 × 10−7
and hncbm i = 9.5 × 10−4 particles/cm3 [1].
We can state that GRB970228 is a “canonical GRB”
with a large value of the baryon loading. The difference from e.g., GRB050315 [18] or GRB060218 [19] is
the low average value of the CBM density, hncbm i ∼ 10−3
particles/cm3 , which deflates the afterglow peak’s luminosity. Hence, the predominance of the P-GRB, coincident with the initial spikelike emission, over the afterglow
is apparent: 98.9% of the total time-integrated luminosity is, indeed, in the afterglow component. Such a low
average CBM density is consistent with the occurrence
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of GRB970228 in the galactic halo of its host galaxy [22,
24], where lower CBM densities have to be expected [26].
We present now an explicit example in order to probe
the crucial role of the average CBM density in explaining
the relative intensities of the P-GRB and of the afterglow
peak in GRB970228. We keep fixed the basic parameters of the source, namely, the total energy Eetot
± and the
baryon loading B, thereby keeping fixed the P-GRB and
the afterglow total time-integrated luminosities. Then,
we rescale the CBM density profile by a constant numerical factor in order to raise its average value to the
standard one, hncbm i = 1 particle/cm3 .
We notice a clear enhancement of the afterglow peak’s
luminosity with respect to the P-GRB one in comparison with the fit of the observational data presented
in Fig. 2. The two light curves actually crosses at
tda ' 1.8 × 104 s because their total time-integrated luminosities must be the same. The GRB “rescaled” to
hncbm i = 1 particle/cm3 appears to be totally similar to,
e.g., GRB050315 [18] and GRB991216 [13,27,28].

IV. GRB970228 AND THE AMATI
RELATION
We turn now to the “Amati relation” [6, 29] between
the isotropic equivalent energy emitted in the prompt
emission, Eiso , and the peak energy of the corresponding
time-integrated spectrum, Ep,i , in the source rest frame.
It has been shown by Amati et al.
[6, 29] that this
correlation holds for almost all the “long” GRBs with a
measured redshift and Ep,i , but not for the ones classified
as “short” [29]. If we focus on the “fake” short GRBs,
namely, the GRBs belonging to this new class, at least
in one case (GRB050724 [30]), it has been shown that
the correlation is recovered if the extended emission is
also considered [31].
It clearly follows from our treatment that for the
“canonical GRBs” with large values of the baryon loading and high hncbm i, which presumably are most of the
GRBs for which the correlation holds, the leading contribution to the prompt emission is the afterglow peak’s
emission. The case of the “fake” short GRBs is completely different: it is crucial to consider separately the
two components because the P-GRB contribution to the
prompt emission in this case is significant.
To test this scenario, we evaluated from our fit of
GRB970228 Eiso and Ep,i only for the afterglow peak’s
emission component, i.e., from tda = 37 s to tda = 81.6 s.
We found an isotropic energy emitted in the 2 - 400 keV
energy band, Eiso = 1.5 × 1052 erg, and Ep,i = 90.3
keV. As it is clearly shown in Fig. 4, the sole afterglow
component of GRB970228 prompt emission is in perfect
agreement with the Amati relation. If this behavior is
confirmed for other GRBs belonging to this new class,
this will enforce our identification of the “fake” short
GRBs. This result will also provide a theoretical expla-
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Fig. 4. The estimated values for Ep,i and Eiso obtained by
our analysis (black dot) compared with the “Amati relation”
[6]: the solid line is the best-fit power law [29] and the dashed
lines delimit the region corresponding to a vertical logarithmic deviation of 0.4 [29]. The uncertainty in the theoretically
estimated value for Ep,i has been assumed conservatively as
to be 20%.

nation for the the apparent absence of such a correlation
for the initial spikelike component in the different nature
of the P-GRB.

V. CONCLUSION
We have presented our “canonical GRB” scenario, especially pointing out the need to distinguish between
“genuine” and “fake” short GRBs:
• The “genuine” short GRBs inherit their features from an intrinsic property of their sources.
The very small fireshell baryon loading, in fact, implies that the afterglow time-integrated luminosity
is negligible with respect to the P-GRB one.
• The “fake” short GRBs, instead, inherit their
features from the environment. The very small
CBM density, in fact, implies that the afterglow
peak’s luminosity is lower than the P-GRB one,
even if the afterglow total time-integrated luminosity is higher. This deflated afterglow peak can be
observed as a “soft bump” following the P-GRB.
The key point in the identification of these two classes
is recognizing that GRB970228 is a “canonical GRB”
with a large value of the baryon loading [1], the difference from e.g., GRB050315 [18] is the low average value
of the CBM density, hncbm i ∼ 10−3 particles/cm3 . Such
a low average CBM density is consistent with the occurrence of GRB970228 in the galactic halo of its host galaxy
[22, 24], where lower CBM densities are to be expected
[26]. An analogous situation should occur for all GRBs
belonging to this new class of “fake” short GRBs, which
is comprised of GRB060614 and the GRBs analyzed by
Norris & Bonnell [5].

Within our “canonical GRB” scenario, the sharp distinction between the P-GRB and the afterglow provide
a natural explanation for the observational features of
the two contributions. We naturally explain the hardness and the absence of spectral lag in the initial spikelike emission by the physics of the P-GRB originating
from the gravitational collapse leading to black hole formation. The hard-to-soft behavior in the afterglow is
also naturally explained by the physics of the relativistic
fireshell interacting with the CBM, clearly evidenced in
GRB031203 [17] and in GRB050315 [18]. Therefore, we
naturally the Ep,i - Eiso correlation to hold only for the
afterglow component and not for the P-GRB. Actually,
we find that the correlation is recovered for the afterglow
peak emission of GRB970228.
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